USP-120-2
control unit for SMART GRID
applications

USP-120-2 controller represents a family of unive-rsal and efficient
devices. It is featured by modern structure solutions and flexible
configuration software.

USP-120-2 controller’s functionality is adapted to perform Smart Grid
technology, including data acquisition and control operations on distant
points of power grid. In particular, it may function as an element of
distributed telesignalling and telecontrolling systems, installed in motorised
drives of MV overhead disconnectors. The controller operates also in harsh
environmental conditions.
The controller is cooled by the natural air flow without any forced air cycle
and does not comprise fans or any other rotating parts inside.
The basic component of the USP-120-2 controller is a highly efficient CPU
unit with a dual-core processor. The DSP core realizes algorithms for data
acquisition and processing into information. The ARM core supports
transmission protocols and all logic operations executed in the internal
database of the controller. The device may be optionally equipped with
a built-in SD card used for recording values and events connected with
performed functions, controller operation, transmission status and
diagnostic functions.
USP-120-2 device is mounted on a 35mm DIN rail. All interfaces are available
from the front of the device.
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Communication
USP-120-2 device is equipped with extended communication resources, including:
< Ethernet TP10/100 connection
< one channel RS-232
< one channel RS-485
< and one channel RS-232 dedicated for local diagnostics
The controller operates also internal modem equipped with two SIM cards. It enables transmission in networks of two different mobile
network providers.USP-120-2 controller works in local or wide GPRS and ETHERNET networks.
By standard, the device communicates in PN-EN 60870-5-101, PN-EN 60870-5-104 and DNP 3.0 protocol. It may also serve as protocol
converter for these protocols, optionally. The communication module of the controller is designed to establish connections in
GSM/GPRS/EDGE/UMTS/HSPA+ technologies, in 900/1800/1900/2100 MHz bands, class 10. Wireless communication is realized in
TCP/IP and UDP network protocols.
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Inputs and outputs
The controller is equipped with 16 galvanically isolated binary inputs, designed to collect states from an object and with 4 galvanically
isolated binary outputs for controls and signalling. The binary inputs are structured in 2 groups, each with 8 inputs with “-” or “+”
common pole .

Functionality
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<

communication in Ethernet TP10/100 network
communication in networks operating in GSM/GPRS/EDGE/UMTS/HSPA+ technologies
support of PN-EN 60870-5-101, PN-EN 60870-5-104 and DNP 3.0 protocols
note: possibility of supporting any other protocol according to the needs
optional conversion of protocols
acquisition of information about the state of an object
execution of controls
operation of any local device via the RS-232/RS-485 interface
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Technical data
USP-120-2 controller meets all requirements for class 2 devices regarding compatibility to the PN-EN 60950 safety standard. USP-120-2
controller can be wall mounted after installing additional handles; it may also be manufactured in higher class of protection. Required
parameters should be agreed with the manufacturer.
casing
rotating parts
protection class
weight
dimensions

for DIN35 or TS35 rail mounting according to the PN-EN 60715
none
IP-51
750g
55x118x169

Power supply
nominal supply voltage
supply voltage tolerance
peak power consumption
average power consumption

24V DC
24V DC, -20 to +15%, class DC3
7W
5W

Binary input parameters
PARAMETER
number of inputs
nominal input voltage Un
current consumption in the active state
guaranteed level “1”
guaranteed level “0”

VALUE
16
24V DC
3mA
>60% Un
<20% Un

NOTES

VALUE
16
24V DC
6A / 24V DC
1500VA AC

NOTES

selection according to object requirements

Binary output parameters
PARAMETER
number of outputs
nominal output voltage
maximum switched current
maximum switching power

for contact AgSnO2

Communication
PARAMETER
protocol

NETWORK TRANSMISSION
PN-EN 60870-5-104,
DNP 3.0_TCP/UDP

RADIO TRANSMISSION
PN-EN 60870-5-104,
DNP 3.0_TCP/UDP

SERIAL TRANSMISSION
PN-EN 60870-5-101, DNP3.0

interface

ETHERNET TP10/100

GSM 2G/3G radio channels

UART 11:RS-232, UART 12:RS-485

connector type

RJ45

SMA

713-1430/107-000/
713-1110/107-000, WAGO
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Environmental conditions
STANDARD AND REQUIREMENT CLASS
PN-EN 60870-2-2 class C1
PN-EN 60870-2-2 class C1
PN-EN 60870-2-2 class C1
PN-EN 60529

PARAMETER RANGE
from -25 to 55 °C
5-95%
86-106kPa, 0....2000m
IP-51

STANDARD
PN-EN 60870-2-1
PN-EN 60664-1

PARAMETER RANGE
1kV/RMS for 1 min.
2kV

PARAMETER

STANDARD AND REQUIREMENT CLASS

PARAMETER RANGE

sinusoidal vibrations
accelerations for sinusoidal vibrations
single bumps

0,035mm

class 1 according to
PN-EN 60255-21

PARAMETER
operation temperature range
relative humidity
atmospheric pressure
protection level

Insulation properties
PARAMETER
dielectric strength
surge withstand

Mechanical strength

2

0,5g (g=9,81 m/s )
5g/11ms

EMC compatibility
STANDARD
PN-EN 61000-4-2

LEVEL
3

EXPOSURE VALUE
6kV through contact,
8kV through the air

CRITERION
A

2
3

electromagnetic field withstand
fast beam disturbances

PN-EN 61000-4-3
PN-EN 61000-4-4

3
4

10 V/m.
4kV

A
A

4

surge resistance 1,2/50µs

PN-EN 61000-4-5

5

fast transient states from radio frequencies

PN-EN 61000-4-6

32
3

2kV, line to earthing
1kV, line to line
10V

A
A
A

6
7

magnetic field withstand
dumped oscillations common/differentiated

PN-EN 61000-4-8
PN-EN 61000-4-12

2
3

3 A/m continuously
2,5kV/1kV

A
A

8
9
10

noises from network frequency
fast supply fluctuations
voltage dips

PN-EN 61000-4-16
PN-EN 61000-4-17
PN-EN 61000-4-29

4
3
-

30V contin., 300V/1s
10% Un
∆U 30%/0,1 sec.
∆U 60%/0,1 sec.

11
12

voltage breaks
radiated fields of radio frequency

PN-EN 61000-4-29
PN-EN 60870-2-1

-

∆U 100%/0,1 sec.
1. 30≤f≤230 MHz:
QP≤30 dBµV/m
2. f>230MHz:
QP≤37 dBµV/m

A
A
A
B
A
Class B
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TEST RESISTANCE EXAMINATION
1 electrostatic discharges (ESD)

